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PRE-ORDERING: HOW IT WORKS 
If you have big plans for your vegetable garden this year, consider pre-ordering your plants! This will help 
you get a head start on planning your garden, and it also helps us know how many seeds of each variety to 
start in the greenhouse. If you only need a couple of plants, we encourage you to just come to the Spring 
Plant Sale event and choose from the huge inventory we will have available!   

 Here’s how it works: 
- Print out the 2020 Plant Order Form at stoutoakfarm.com 
- Fill out your form and mail it in with a check to Stout Oak Farm. 
- We are accepting a maximum of 120 pre-orders this year, so don’t delay getting your order in! 
- DEADLINE:  The hard deadline for pre-orders is March 15th! 
- Plants will be ready for pickup in late May.  We will contact you by email to arrange a time for you to 

pick up your order.  You’ll have a choice of several timeslots on several different days.  

OUR ORGANIC PLANTS 
     Our goal is to help you get your garden off to a great start  
     with strong, healthy plants!   

- All of our plants are certified organic and started from seed in our greenhouses 
- We use a compost-based potting mix from Vermont Compost Company 
- Varieties are carefully selected for their excellent flavor, reliability, disease resistance, and ability to thrive 

in our New Hampshire climate. The majority are open-pollinated and heirloom varieties. 
- Our plants are sturdy and resilient, and ready to thrive in your garden.  
- Year after year we hear from our plant customers about the success they’ve had in their vegetable 

gardens, once they started buying local organic plants from Stout Oak! 

THE 2020 SALE 
THIS WILL BE OUR 9th ANNUAL SPRING PLANT SALE!! 

Friday May 22nd through Sunday May 24th 
 The plant sale is open to all (you don’t have to pre-order)!   

Thousands of our own organic seedlings! Organic seeds and seed potatoes also  
available at our Farm Store.  For hours and more details go to stoutoakfarm.com

http://stoutoakfarm.com
http://stoutoakfarm.com
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VARIETY TYPE
FRUIT 

COLOR
DAYS TO 

MATURITY DESCRIPTION                                           

Beefsteak I red 75 Open pollinated. Meaty, bright red and juicy. Classic large beefsteak 
tomato with traditional rich tomato flavor. High yielding tall plants.

Berkeley Tie 
Dye Green I green/red/

orange 80 NEW! Open pollinated. Tricolored flesh. Each color has a different flavor 
resulting in a spicy, sweet, tart tomato with good acid all in one fruit.

Black Beauty I black/
purple 80 NEW! Heirloom. Very dark purple skin with deep red flesh, among the 

best tasting of all tomatoes. Rich, smooth and savory with earthy tones.

Black 
Brandywine I purple/

black 80 NEW! Heirloom. Potato leaf type. Extra large size fruit with deep, earthy 
sweet flavor. Heavy yield. 

Black Prince I mahogany 75 Heirloom from the Black Sea. Medium blackish-chocolate brown 
tomato with rich nutty flavor. 

Brandywine I pink 82 Heirloom. Large pink fruit with classic heirloom flavor and signature 
irregular shape. Fruit can weigh over a pound average. Potato-leaf type.

Cherokee 

Purple  🏅
I purple 80 Heirloom from Tennessee with superb flavor! Sturdy plants produce 

large to very large dusky pink/purple fruit. 

Cosmonaut 
Volkov S red 68 IT’s BACK! Heirloom from Ukraine. Sweet and tangy juicy fruit with rich 

complex flavor. Slightly flattened fruit with rich red color. 

Crimson 
Sprinter I red 65 Open pollinated. Early producer of brilliant, red, juicy, medium-sized 

tomatoes. Excellent early production in northern climates. 

Green Zebra 🏅 I green 
striped 78 Heirloom. Beautiful bright green striped, medium sized fruit with 

excellent slightly tangy flavor.  A farmers’ market favorite. 

Moskvich 🏅 S red 60 Heirloom.  Extra early-producing hardy plants. Deep red, smooth, round 
fruits. Rich flavor. Our favorite red tomato! Reliable, prolific, & delicious.

Pineapple 🏅 I yellow/red 85 Heirloom. Beautiful big yellow tomato, streaked with red striping. 
Outstanding flavor - mild, low-acid, fruity and sweet!

Rose  

de Berne 🏅
I pink 75 Hierloom. Stout Oak Tomato Tasting Winner! Dark rose pink, medium-

sized smooth, skinned tomato. Robust flavor. 

Striped 
German I yellow/red 78 NEW! Heirloom. Bicolor red and yellow fruit with beautiful marbled 

interior flesh. Complex fruity flavor with smooth texture. 

Tasmanian 
Chocolate D burgandy 75 Open pollinated. Richly flavored, medium-sized fruit with burgandy 

skin. Small plants are well-suited to containers or small spaces. 

Valencia 🏅 I orange 76 Heirloom from Maine. Sunny orange fruits are sweet and meaty. 
Medium-sized with few seeds. Bursting with flavor! 

TOMATOES
Slicing Tomatoes
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VARIETY TYPE
FRUIT 
COLOR

DAYS TO 
MATURITY DESCRIPTION

Black Cherry 

🏅
I purple/

black 64
Open pollinated. Round, full-flavored cherry tomato with distinct purple/
black color. Juicy 1-inch fruits with sweet, rich flavor. Stout Oak Tomato 
Tasting winner! 

Glacier 
Saladette S red 55 Open pollinated.  High yielding early producer of 2 to 3 oz. sweet red 

tomatoes. Compact plants are great for small gardens or containers. 

Goldie Husk 
Cherry

bush 
habit gold 75

Heirloom. Not technically a tomato, but an old-fashioned member of the 
tomato family. Bushy plants bear small golden fruit inside papery husks. 
Unique flavor described as tropical/sweet/nutty!

Matt’s Wild 

Cherry 🏅
I red 60 Heirloom. Very tiny sweet red cherry tomatoes ripen in clusters. Prolific 

producer with tall vines. Keeps going all season. 

Sungold 🏅 I orange 57 Hybrid. Exceptionally sweet bright orange cherries on tall vigorous vines. 
It’s hard to beat the sweetness of Sungold. Wins all the taste tests!  

Sunpeach 🏅 I pink 60 Hybrid. Very sweet deep pink cherry. Vigorous plants. Sister variety to 
Sungold with a more subtle flavor - sweet, but not as tangy and acidic.

Sunrise Bumble 

Bee 🏅
I yellow 

striped 70 Open pollinated. Stunning! Yellow round cherry tomato with pink and 
red stripes. Excellent sweet and tangy flavor. A CSA favorite!

Supernova I red 
striped 63 NEW! Open pollinated. A unique marbled mini-Roma shape with 

constellations of yellow stripes on a red flesh background. Mild flavor.

Supersweet 
100 I red 60 Hybrid. Super popular red cherry. Tall vines with good disease resistance 

bear clusters of thin-skinned 1-inch fruit. Very prolific over a long season.

Valentine 
Grape I red 55 NEW! Hybrid. Heavy yields of early ripening grape tomatoes with brilliant 

red, meaty flesh. Outstanding flavor.

Yellow Pear I yellow 78 Heirloom. Very productive vigorous plants. Yellow pear-shaped fruit (1.5-
inch size) are low-acid, with sweet, mild flavor. 

KEY TO PLANT TERMS 
🏅 = Stout Oak Tomato Tasting Winner 

Heirloom: Old fashioned open pollinated varieties 
with a history of being passed down through generations.  
OP (Open-Pollinated): Plants produce seed that 
is true to type (if properly isolated from other varieties).  
Hybrid: Developed through deliberate crossing of two 
different varieties of the same species (this does not 
mean genetically modified).  

I = INDETERMINATE: Climbing/vining type.  The plant keeps 
producing new shoots and blossoms even after fruit set. Tall, vigorous plants 
that need to be staked or trellised. Fruit ripens over an extended period. 
D = DETERMINATE: Bush habit, with short vines that grow little once 
fruit is set. Fruit ripens within a concentrated period. Can be grown with or 
without staking.  A tomato cage would be effective support for these plants. 
S = SEMI-DETERMINATE: Plants grow moderately tall (3 to 5 feet) 
and will require some staking. Plants produce for an extended period, but 
not as tall and vigorous as indeterminates. 

Cherry & Saladette Tomatoes
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VARIETY TYPE
FRUIT 
COLOR

DAYS TO 
MATURITY DESCRIPTION

Juliet I red 60 Hybrid. Our favorite for salsa! Very reliable heavy producer of small plum 
tomatoes. Great for fresh eating in salads too! Disease resistant.

Opalka I red 85 NEW! Open pollinated. Large bull’s horn-shaped red fruit with little juice 
and few seeds. Polish heirloom brought to Amsterdam, NY around 1900.

Roma D red 65 Open pollinated. Reliable producer. Vigorous busy plants. Thick-walled 
plum tomato with deep red color and mild flavor. Great for sauce!

San 
Marzano I red 80 Open pollinated. Classic Italian variety for sauce, paste, puree, or 

canning. Long cylindrical fruit. Kate’s Mom’s favorite for sauce. 

Speckled 
Roman I

red/
yellow 
striped

85
NEW! Open pollinated. Elongated plum tomato with bright red skin and 
yellow streaks. Meaty red flesh with little juice and excellent flavor. Good 
for fresh eating or cooking.

VARIETY FRUIT COLOR
DAYS TO 

MATURITY DESCRIPTION

Black Beauty dark purple 90 Classic Italian eggplant with dark purple glossy skin. Hefty bell-shaped 
fruits. Perfect for eggplant parmesan! Open pollinated. 

Listada di 
Gandia purple striped 90 NEW! Open pollinated Italian variety.  Beautiful purple fruit with white 

stripes. Fabulous flavor with sweet tender flesh. 

Ping Tung 
Long

bright purple 70 Open pollinated Asian type. Glossy bright purple skin. Long, slender fruit 
are 12 to 14” long, with tender skin. Excellent for stir-frying or grilling. 

PLANT SPACING TIPS 
Wondering how far apart to space the plants in your garden rows?  Here are some general rules of thumb! 

Tomatoes & Eggplant:  24” apart  

Peppers:  18 to 24” apart 

Cucumbers:  24” apart 

Summer Squash & Zucchini:  at least 24” apart 

Winter Squash:  24” to 36” apart  

Watermelon:  24” to 36” apart 

Broccoli & Brussels Sprouts:  24” apart 

EGGPLANT

Plum & Paste Tomatoes

Kale & Chard:  12” to 18” apart 

Lettuce Heads:  10” to 12” apart 

Basil:  12” apart 

Parsley & Cilantro:  10” apart 

Onions: 6” apart 

Leeks:  6” to 8” apart  

Zinnias & Other Annual Flowers:  12” apart 
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VARIETY FLAVOR FRUIT COLOR
SEED 
TYPE DESCRIPTION

Yankee 
Bell sweet green/red OP

A red bell pepper for northern climates. Very sturdy plants bear 
high quality, medium-sized blocky bell peppers. Hefty fruit are 
thick-walled.

Carmen 
Sweet 
Italian

sweet green/red Hybrid
Sweet thin-walled Italian frying peppers, maturing green to red, 
6 to 8” long. Very productive. Sweet and mild, even when 
green. 

Escamillo sweet green/orange Hybrid NEW! Golden yellow Corno di Toro (bull’s horn) sweet pepper 
traditionally used for frying. Fruits average 6” long.

Iko Iko Bell sweet rainbow OP NEW! A rainbow of colors from a single variety!  3.5” fruits 
mature to yellow, orange, red and purple streaked bells.

Shishito sweet green OP Small, mild Japanese pepper for roasting, pan-frying, or 
grilling. Typically harvested green, eventually will turn red. 

Ancho 
Poblano

hot green OP
NEW! Stout dark green fruits with medium-thick walls. 
Moderately spicy chili perfect for stuffing in chiles rellenos or 
dried for ancho chili powder.

Goddess 
Banana hot yellow Hybrid Beautiful smooth-skinned, mild banana peppers. Perfect for 

pickling! 7” fruit borne on tall, high-yielding plants. 

Jalapeno hot green OP Early Jalapeno’ is a reliable producer of 3 to 4” dark green 
jalapeños on compact plants. Distinctive jalapeño flavor.

Ring of Fire 
Cayenne hot red OP

NEW! Hot, hot pepper! Early maturing, fire engine red with 
glossy sheen. Prolific and dependable, producing loads of fruit 
great for eating fresh, dried, or powdered. 

VARIETY SEED TYPE DESCRIPTION

Marketmore Slicing OP Classic dark green slicing cucumber. We grow these on the farm every year. 
Harvest at 8 to 9” long. Very productive and easy to grow!

Pickling Cucumber OP These short crisp cucumbers make fabulous pickles! Harvest at 4 to 5” long. 
Excellent for fresh eating too!  If you like a crisp cucumber, try these!

Boothby’s Blonde Heirloom NEW! Unique plump cucumbers with creamy yellow skin and sweet 
delicate flavor.  Our favorite snacking cucumber. 

PEPPERS

CUCUMBERS
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VARIETY SEED TYPE DESCRIPTION

Zephyr Summer Squash Hybrid Slender yellow fruits with light green tips. Delicious slightly nutty flavor and 
firm texture. Large prolific plants. 

Yellow Straightneck 
Summer Squash OP Prolific yellow squash produces all summer long. Uniform squash with 

smooth yellow skin. Disease resistant. 

Cocozelle Zucchini OP Productive tasty Italian variety with green striped fruits. Harvest at 6 to 8” 
long. More flavorful than most zucchini!

Dark Green Zucchini OP Classic green zucchini. Vigorous plants are easy to grow. Every garden 
needs at least one of these. 

VARIETY SEED TYPE DESCRIPTION

Acorn Squash Hybrid A good producer of high quality acorn squash. Plants are more bushy, and 
less sprawling than other squash.

Waltham Butternut Heirloom Reliable producer of delicious butternuts weighting 3 to 6 pounds. 
Sprawling vines. Great for eating through the winter. 

Delicata OP Sweet flavor! Yellow with green/orange stripes. Also known as “sweet 
potato squash” for its flavor and texture. Its thin skin is also edible.  

Spaghetti OP Yellow flesh that pulls apart into noodles when cooked. Wait until skin is 
deep yellow and fruit is fully mature before eating. 

New England Pie 
Pumpkin Heirloom Great for pies and baking! Round orange -skinned pumpkins weigh 4 to 6 

pounds. Average yield: 3 to 4 per plant. 

VARIETY SEED TYPE DESCRIPTION

Sugar Baby OP Delicious summer treat!  Early 6 to 10 pound fruits with sweet deep red 
flesh. Drought tolerant, reliable producer in NH!

SUMMER SQUASH & ZUCCHINI

WINTER SQUASH & PUMPKINS

WATERMELON
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VARIETY SEED TYPE DESCRIPTION

DeCiccio Broccoli Heirloom
NEW! Italian variety known for its tender stalks and mild flavor. Reliable 
home garden variety that produces a compact central head followed by a 
prolific set of sideshoots. 

Brussels Sprouts Hybrid Tall plants produce excellent quality bright green sprouts. 100 days to 
maturity. Harvest in the late fall, after a frost.

Rainbow Swiss Chard OP Gorgeous dark green leaves with brilliant red, pink, white, yellow, and 
orange stems. Strong upright plants produce all season long.

Red Russian Kale OP Kate’s favorite! Blue-green leaves with bright purple stems. Tall plants 
produce all season long. Our sweetest, most tender kale.

Lacinato Kale OP Popular Tuscan type, a.k.a. “Dinosaur” kale. Very dark green leaves with 
wrinkly texture. Makes delicious kale salads. Slightly nutty flavor.

Green Curly Kale OP Classic curly green kale. Vigorous 2 to 3 foot tall plants with curly blue-
green leaves. Best kale for soups and kale chips!

Lettuce, Greenleaf OP Easy to grow greenleaf lettuce for sandwiches and salads. Slow to bolt.

Lettuce, Redleaf OP Fast-growing tender red lettuce for sandwiches and salads. Slow to bolt.

VARIETY SEED TYPE DESCRIPTION

Basil OP Traditional Italian culinary basil (Genovese type). Plants are 24” to 30” tall 
with 3” long leaves. Keep harvesting tips to encourage new shoots. 

Cilantro OP Flavorful leaves! Get multiple harvests from these fast growing plants. Slow 
to bolt, but if left to flower, they will produce coriander seeds. 

Parsley OP Italian flat-leaf type parsley with dark green glossy leaves. Very flavorful! 
Excellent for sauces and pestos. 

BRASSICAS & LEAFY GREENS

HERBS

HARVEST TIP:  For best flavor and quality, harvest your lettuce in the morning, before the heat of the day. 
Lettuce harvested later in the day will taste bitter.  Other leafy greens and leafy herbs can benefit from being 
harvested in the cool part of the day (they will be crisper and keep longer), but harvest time will not affect their flavor. 
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VARIETY SEED TYPE DESCRIPTION

Cosmos OP  ‘Sensation Mix’ - Single flowers, 3 - 4” across in lavender, pink, magenta, 
and white. Annual plants grow to be at least 48” tall.

Marigold OP Tagetes patula. French marigold. Large yellow blooms on bushy dark green 
plants. 12 - 18” tall. Natural pest deterrent.

Nasturtium, Jewel Mix OP  ‘Jewel Mix’ of yellow, orange, red, and pink flowers on trailing plants. 
Delicate, lily pad shaped leaves. Edible flowers and leaves (peppery flavor).

Zinnia, Benary’s Giant 
Mix OP Bright mix of yellow, orange, white, lilac, coral, and burgandy. Long stems. 

Tall plants bloom all summer.  Add abundant color to your garden!

VARIETY SEED TYPE DESCRIPTION

Yellow Onion,  
New York Early OP

NEW! Classic yellow onion, ’New York Early’ is an open-pollinated variety 
well-adapted to our climate. Dependable and productive! 3” to 4” bulbs 
are mild enough to eat raw all winter. 

Red Onion,  
Rossa di Milano OP

NEW! Open pollinated Italian variety ‘Rossa di Milano’ is a beautiful storage 
onion with purplish skin and a tapered heart shape.  Attractive bulbs are 3” 
to 4” in size. Once cured, they store extremely well. Sweet flavor!

Leek,  
King Richard

OP
King Richard is a long-time open pollinated favorite. Tall and slender leeks, 
for late summer or fall harvest. Sweet, mild flavor. Beautiful plants with 
medium green leaves. Able to withstand light frosts. 

FLOWERS

ONIONS & LEEKS


